NEW
Infinite Shine
DIY Nail Art

Ride the Rainbow Express
Dot the rainbow with this effortless technique.

PRODUCTS USED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat</th>
<th>Infinite Shine shades:</th>
<th>It's Always Stunny</th>
<th>ProSpa Nail &amp; Cuticle Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat</td>
<td>Alpine Snow</td>
<td>Happily Evergreen After</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Apple Red</td>
<td>Do You See What I See</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bright On Top of It</td>
<td>Lush Hour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotting Tool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STEPS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.

1. Apply a thin coat of Alpine Snow to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

2. Dip a dotting tool in Big Apple Red and place a wavy line of dots across the center of the nail near the cuticle. Clean dotting tool with a nail wipe between shades.

3. Continue creating dots with Bright on Top of It following the original wave pattern. Repeat with It's Always Stumpy filling in one half the nail overlapping dots and shades slightly.

4. Repeat on the other half of the nail with Happily Evergreen After, Do You See What I See and Lush Hour. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Infinite Shine shades:
- Bubble Bath
- Alpine Snow

1. Apply a thin coat of Bubble Bath. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

2. Use a detail brush and Alpine Snow to outline a french smile line and fill in the corners, then fill in the tip with the brush from the bottle. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.

3. Dip a detail brush in Alpine Snow and draw a thin line on one side from the cuticle to the center of the nail. Create an additional line on the opposite side from the center of the nail to the smile line. Place a silver star embellishment at the end of each line, gently pressing into the color. Apply a drop of top coat to each star and gently press a crystal into the top coat.

4. Place a silver star embellishment at the end of each line, gently pressing into the color. Apply a drop of top coat to each star and gently press a crystal into the top coat.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

PRODUCTS USED
- Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
- Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat
- Detail brush
- Clean up brush
- Silver stars
- Crystal applicator

STEPS
BEFORE YOU BEGIN: Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.

- Infinite Shine shades: Bubble Bath, Alpine Snow
- Detail brush
- Clean up brush
- Silver stars
- Crystal applicator

Put your tips on ice with this starry-eyed french mani.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Infinite Shine shades:
Alpine Snow
Black Onyx or Lady in Black

Apply a thin coat of Alpine Snow to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

1

Dip a detail brush in Black Onyx and create a thin, wavy line across the tip of the nail.

2

With a detail brush and Black Onyx create a thicker line above the first. Allow to dry 1-2 minutes.

3

PRODUCTS USED
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Infinite Shine shades:
Alpine Snow
Black Onyx or Lady in Black

Detail Brush
ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Waves for Days
Psych yourself out with funky, free-form swirls.

O.P.I
NEW
Infinite Shine
DIY Nail Art

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Infinite Shine shades:
- Never Leavin’ Blue
- Work From Chrome

1
Apply a thin coat of Never Leavin’ Blue to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

2
Dip a detail brush in Work From Chrome and create a curved arch at the cuticle line. Add an additional line diagonally below.

3
Dip a dotting tool in Work From Chrome and create dots evenly along the line. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

**BEFORE YOU BEGIN:** Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.

### Infinite Shine shades:
- Shimmer Takes All
- Black Onyx or Lady in Black

### PRODUCTS USED

- Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
- Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat
- Detail brush
- ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil

### STEPS

#### 1
Apply a thin coat of Shimmer Takes All to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

#### 2
Dip a detail brush in Black Onyx and create a small square slightly to the left of center. Add a second square slightly right of center.

#### 3
With a detail brush and Black Onyx create a line connecting the squares. Create a second line below the first and create a second set of squares below this line.

#### 4
Create a line on each side connecting the top and bottom squares.

#### 5
With the detail brush and Black Onyx, extend a thin line from the bottom of the squares connecting them. Repeat this pattern alternating the lines to create a woven pattern. Allow to dry 2-3 minutes.

### THE FINISHING TOUCH

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Apply a thin coat of Shimmer Take All to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.

Place drops of Never Leavin' Blue, Flamingo Your Own Way, and Lush Hour randomly on the nail. Dip an oval brush in expert touch lacquer remover and gently press into the drops of color, blending the shades to create a marbled effect. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.

Dip an oval brush in acetone and pick up a small drop of 24/7 Carat marbling it in a vertical line down the nail. Dip the oval brush in acetone and continue to blend until the desired marbling effect is achieved. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.

Dip a detail brush in Black Onyx and create fine irregular lines for veins. Allow to dry 1-2 minutes.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

PRODUCTS USED
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Infinite Shine shades: Shimmer Takes All
Never Leavin' Blue
Flamingo Your Own Way
Lush Hour
24/7 Carat
Black Onyx or Lady in Black

Acetone
Oval brush
Detail brush
ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Infinite Shine shades:
- Bubble Bath
- Alpine Snow
- Work From Chrome

**PRODUCTS USED**
- Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
- Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat
- Infinite Shine shades: Bubble Bath, Alpine Snow, Work From Chrome
- Detail brush
- ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil

**STEPS**

**BEFORE YOU BEGIN:** Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Lacquer prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and allow to dry.

1. **Apply a thin coat of Bubble Bath to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.**

2. **Apply Alpine Snow with the corner of the brush from the cuticle line in a triangle to the tip of the nail and fill in. If needed use a detail brush and Alpine Snow to refine the perimeter or any low spots. Allow to dry for 2-3 minutes.**

3. **Use a detail brush to apply Work From Chrome to outline the center “V” between Alpine Snow and Bubble Bath. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.**

**THE FINISHING TOUCH**

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.
Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat
Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat

Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.

Mix a few drops of any shade into an older, partially full bottle of Base Coat to keep your sheer shades ready to use!

Infinite Shine shades:
- Ready, Sunset Glow
- Not Afraid of the Dark
- Full of Glambition

1. Apply a thin coat of Ready Sunset Glow. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes. Repeat for coverage.
2. Dip a detail brush in Not Afraid of the Dark and create irregular shapes on the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.
3. Place 2-3 drops of Infinite Shine Gel-like Base Coat and mix with 2-3 drops of Full of Glambition to create a sheer shade. Apply overlapping spots to the nail to create added dimension. Repeat this step with Not Afraid of the Dark and apply overlapping spots to the nail. Allow to dry for 1-2 minutes.
4. Mix several drops of Base Coat with a small amount of Ready, Sunset Glow to create a sheer shade and apply over the entire nail. Allow to dry 1-2 minutes.

PRO TIP
Mix a few drops of any shade into an older, partially full bottle of Base Coat to keep your sheer shades ready to use!

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Apply a layer of Infinite Shine Gel-like Top Coat. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each cuticle and massage in.